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ATTENTION!!! • All information on this website is subject to change, and may vary from those described in
this document. We reserve the right to make changes and errors at any time. Please check for updates before
you purchase. • The images and characters on this website are all fictional creations. • This game service and
this website is not affiliated with, or endorsed by, NIS America, Square Enix, or any other publisher of video
games. • Copyright (c) NSTA (Nintendo Entertainment System:The Arcade Game) All rights reserved. •
Nintendo, Nintendo Switch, and all related characters are copyrighted by Nintendo. Character Costumes Julia
(female) Costumes ■ Julia costumes that can be purchased once only at the starting point Julia Feather Rank
Female Skillteller Sightseeing ※ After selecting the armor for the first time, you can purchase another outfit.
■ Julia costumes that can be purchased multiple times from the starting point Julia Black hair long Bob
30,000yen Feather Rank Female Character Sightseeing ※ "Lilith" in the item name refers to the title of the
character in the Japanese and Korean version of the game. ▲ Julia portrait ■ Julia (male) Costumes ■ Julia
(male) Costumes ■ Julia (male) Costumes ▲ Full costuming ■ Raikō (male) Costumes ◆ Full costuming •
Vash's (male) costumes Alex Vash Feather Rank Male ※ "Hunter" in the item name refers to the title of the
character in the Japanese and Korean version of the game. ■ Soldier costumes ■ Soldier costumes ■ Soldier
costumes ■ Soldier costumes ■ Soldier costumes ■ Vash's (male) costumes ■ Father and Mother costumes
■ Friends costumes Gaen (female) Male Sightseeing ■ Vash's (female) costumes ■ Lilin costume Male
Sightseeing ■ Soldiers costumes Merchandise Julia Costumes Claude costumes ■
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Features Key:
The Lands Between Enter a vast world that seamlessly intertwines with the multiverse to create a world full of
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excitement. Towns, villages, rivers, ice caves, and impassable mountains exist in parallel to each other. Your
choices and decisions will affect the community structure and growth between these territories.
Threats of the Vast, Complex World From huge monsters to intricate traps, the world has its share of
challenges waiting for you. Monsters appear in different places according to time of day and week. The traps
that protect these places are customized to each environment and situation. So you will need to be sure of
your choices and be prepared. Or get a feeling of terror when you realize the impossible-looking trap is
actually looking at you!
Skillful Approaches to Combat As a warrior, your will to overcome challenges by means of physical strength
and job knowledge and your sense to utilize your environment and coordination with others contribute to your
superior combat skill. As for spells, the power and skills of the Elden Ring only add to your grinding abilities.
With your sword in hand and purpose behind you, be on your guard and launch yourself into battle!
Pioneers of the Elden Ring and Elden Lords As you adventure across a vast world and learn more about the
people in it, you will uncover the story of our world and the title of Fictional

Quick-Start:

· Pre-registration is now open. Visit www.eamobile.com to pre-register your PC, then sign in to your My. EA Account
through the EA Mobile website on your PC.

· Terms of Service can be found here. · Limited-time promo items can be found here.

Visit the official website for more:

www.eamobile.com
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